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“10th International Conference on Herbal Medicine and Acupuncture” will be held in Athens, Greece from October 19-20, 2020, under the theme: “An Integrative Approach for Achieving Global Alternative Medicine Therapies”. From communitarian, hands-on workshops to whole sessions covering top deliberated issues in Alternative Medicine, we warmly welcome you on behalf of our Organization Europe Conferences to all Doctors, Professors, Researchers, Students, and all the fascinated people relating to Alternative Healthcare from all through the world.

Euro Herbal Medicine 2020 is among the world’s greatest Alternative Healthcare Conferences. The multi day event on Traditional Medicine Conference will have 50+ Scientific and precise sessions and sub-sessions on frontline valuation and most recent research enhancements in the field of Traditional Medicine and Natural Medicine remedies over the world. It will be an unbelievable platform for the Young Researchers/Academics and Delegates to procure enormous knowledge from the Conference, there will be Doctors, Researchers and significantly more from all through the world with copious involvement with in the field of Traditional Medicine and Modern Healthcare.

Awards Announcement:

We are delighted to announce that Europe Conferences has taken an inventiveness to present the awards for the participants for their contributions to their respective fields.

Awards announcement is divided into different categories mentioned below:

**Expert Level Award**: The requirement criteria for accomplishing this award is that one ought to have least of 20+ long periods of ability in the field of Traditional Medicine, Acupuncture, Chinese Medicine, etc., in public and private division.

**Professional Level Award**: The eligibility criteria for achieving this award is that one should have minimum of 10+ years of experience in the field of Alternative Healthcare.

**Scholar Level Award**: The meeting offers Scholar Level Award for the forthcoming researchers; analysts and specialists having 10+ years investigate skill in the field of Alternative Healthcare.

**Women Scientist Award**: We heartily welcome Women Researchers and Scientists from universities/industries.

**Outstanding Speaker Award**: This honor perceives for person who will exhibit their tasks, procedures, and plans that have been complete to improve long haul flawlessness in Alternative Healthcare.

**Best Keynote Speaker Award**: This honor recognizes for best Keynote Speaker who will display their experiments, procedures to improve strong excellence in Alternative Healthcare.

**Best Poster Presentation Award**: This award is presented for the best poster presentation to encourage young scientists and researchers.

**Outstanding Master’s/PhD/Post doctorate Thesis Work**: This award is presented for Master’s/PhD/Post doctorate thesis work performance, who will present their projects and thesis that have been applied to improve long-term superiority in the field of Alternative Healthcare.

Nominations for the awards can be done through online. Participants also can propose others who they feel that they deserve the award.
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